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Camilleri Puts Mystery Into Italian Life

Rome

W hen the kings and queens of the Italian book charts have names like Grisham and Cornwell,
native writers have to be content with what they can get. So when the weekly best-seller lists
(combining fiction and non-fiction, books in translation and not) are published here, the
newspapers also give a separate ranking for "Italian fiction." Some Italian authors also make
the commercial Olympus of the general list. But none, in the memory of the publishing industry,
has vaulted up there with such effortless grace as novelist Andrea Camilleri--writer of elegant
Simenon-style detective stories and other tales set in his native Sicily.

At the time his sales reached their zenith here early last month, Mr. Camilleri was holding down
three places out of the top six on the general best-seller list issued by the leading Rome daily La
Repubblica. He also held the top six slots on the Italian fiction list, and his publisher, the small,
distinguished Sellerio (which holds 12 of his titles, all doing well), had to hire several extra
printing firms to produce the close to one million books the shops demanded. At the Frankfurt
Book Fair this month, Mr. Camilleri, who has sold rights to French, German, Spanish, Dutch and
Portuguese publishers, was a name on everybody's lips. A year ago, almost no one outside a
small, loyal army of readers had ever heard of him.

Born in the dock city of Porto Empedocle near Agrigento, Sicily, in 1925, Mr. Camilleri got a
degree from the University of Palermo, married, had three children, and finished a 40-year
career in Rome as a teacher, theater director and highbrow TV producer--before any of his
books sold more than a few thousand copies. Today his hair is uniformly white. Under a pair of
eyebrows that beetle skyward with ferocious energy, his gaze is marked with the kind of
gravitas you associate with heads of state. It is an incongruous gaze for a writer whose tales of
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high level bureaucratic meltdown and whose brilliant replications of Sicilian speech are so
funny that they make readers on buses and trains laugh out loud.

"Success," growls Mr. Camilleri with the tarry croak of a man deeply acquainted with the
pleasures of a cigarette. "Success is beside the point, you know. It leaves matters unchanged. It
is just one more very good thing to add to the pleasures of old age," he says, defining those
pleasures as "having a grip on objective reality" and "my four grandchildren."

"At my age," he goes on, "success is fundamentally indecorous."

Of course he protests too much, but in a 73-year-old "Italian of Sicilian origin," as he identifies
himself, modesty is a legitimate form of protection. You wouldn't want the gods, or whatever, to
hear you basking in your good luck.

Luck, in fact, really had little to do with it, for Mr. Camilleri has been faithfully plying his
novelistic craft for more than 30 years. His first novel, an elegant tale about the Mafia, was
published in 1978 after an 11-year search for a publisher, and was followed by a stream of books
in several genres. There were scathing comic novels like "La Concessione del Telefono" (The
Telephone Concession) and "Il Birraio di Preston" (The Brewer of Preston) that investigate the
historical roots of Sicilian lawlessness with great precision. There were curious works of
nonfiction that peer into the dark corners of Sicily's past. And there was the series featuring
police detective Salvo Montalbano--"La Forma dell'Acqua" (The Form Water Takes), "Il Cane di
Terracotta" (The Terracotta Dog), "Il Ladro di Merendine" (The Two-Bit Thief) and others. In
the Inspector Montalbano books Mr. Camilleri employs his keen social criticism and his
marvelous language--a mixture of loony, bureaucratic Italian and Sicilian vernacular, which has
its own vocabulary and twisted syntax--to the delight of a popular readership.

Palermo-based Sellerio never spent any money on promotion. For years knowledge of his books
traveled exclusively by word of mouth, says Elvira Sellerio, who presides over the company she
founded with her late husband in the 1960s. Once a hunting club in northern Italy ordered 500
copies of Camilleri's "La Stagione della Caccia" ("The Hunting Season"), she recalls. The book, a
murder mystery set in upper-crust Sicily of the early 20th century, had nothing to do with the
shooting of small birds, but the order boosted Mr. Camilleri's sales by 50%.

The first review of a Camilleri work appeared in an Italian language newpaper in Pula, Croatia.
"It was followed by reviews in papers in Trieste, Bolzano and the Val d'Aosta," he says. "It
seemed I was a Mitteleuropean writer and didn't know it."

Seriously, he says he thinks it was no accident that appreciation first came from those border
places with their bilingual cultures. His books are rooted in a society that conducted its daily
affairs in Sicilian, where Italian was the language of the school, the police station and the
courts.

Until a decade or so ago, more than half of Italians spoke dialect at home. But today, as
television beams the national language out across the peninsula, regional dialects are fast
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disappearing. So nostalgia certainly has something to do with Mr. Camilleri's appeal.

The late Sicilian writer Leonardo Sciascia introduced Mr. Camilleri to his publisher, but Mr.
Camilleri doesn't reckon he was a real influence. Gogol ("my real father") and the fierce satirist
of Fascist-era manners, Vitaliano Brancati, another Sicilian, are models. "Sciascia is far, far
more rational than I am," he says. "I get angry, I lose my patience."

It's true, he does; for there is indignation and a sharp social criticism running through the
comedy of his novels, and it emerges in the character of Inspector Montalbano, a policeman
who is curious, fair, honest, thoughtful, publicity-shy, faithful to his far-away girlfriend Livia,
prone to headaches and a great buongustaio who always takes time out for lunch and dinner--
preferably home-cooked fish recipes the way Mr. Camilleri's grandmother used to make them.
The plots are exciting, but Montalbano rarely arrests anybody or gets the law to function. His
job is to contemplate, to understand.

A bureaucracy that's profoundly uneasy with the local reality; a justice system full of shadowy
corners where criminals can hide: Mr. Camilleri plays the same themes in the Montalbano
books as he does in the more ambitious historical novels. He's interested in the tension between
"them and us," a conflict that goes back to the 19th century, when Giuseppe Garibaldi and his
little band landed on the island and annexed it to the new kingdom of Italy. The new
Piedmontese rulers of united Italy were supposed to bring enlightenment to a backward Sicily,
but their arrogance and insensitivity has not been forgotten, suggests Mr. Camilleri. Sicilian
literature--Verga, Pirandello, Sciascia, Tomasi di Lampedusa--has flourished out of a kind of
cultural resistance, he argues.

On a more mundane level, though, the time has come for Sicilians to "stop moaning" about how
they've had a raw deal from the north, he thinks. It has been five decades since the island was
granted broad regional autonomy.Today "Sicilians have only themselves to blame for most of
their problems," he says.

--From The Wall Street Journal Europe


